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Published in the Ashgate Popular and Folk Music series, this book explores the trajectories of John Graham Mellor, born 1952 in Ankara, Turkey, who adopted the
stage name ‘Joe Strummer’ and became famous as front man of the English punk
band The Clash. He had a huge impact on musicians in the intercultural and punk
rock context internationally. Unfortunately, John Mellor died—only aged fifty—of
a sudden heart attack in 2002. This publication covers various aspects of his heritage from a range of different disciplines (for example, history, sociology, musicology and literature). This is not the first publication on ‘Strummer’s’ life and work,
but most of the articles in the book take a critical view of previous publications,
such as the biography Redemption Song: The Story of Joe Strummer (Salewicz 2006).
The book is divided into four parts and eleven chapters. The heading of the
introduction (‘John Woody Joe Mellor Strummer: The Many Lives, Travails and
Sundry Shortcomings of a Punk Rock Warlord’) and the title of the first part
(‘John/Woody/Joe’) relate to the different names and identities that he carried
during his life. The quotation ‘Don’t Call Me Woody’ in the title of chapter one—
written by Edward A. Shannon—was Strummer’s response, when he was accidentally called ‘Woody’ by Topper Headon, drummer of The Clash, who did not know
about the old nickname that Mellor had adopted in honour of Woody Guthrie. A
comparison between the careers of Woody Guthrie and Mellor/Strummer follows, and comes up with some interesting parallels (for example, the tragic loss of
a family member) and differences (for example, attitudes towards work).
In contrast, chapter two (‘Joe Strummer: The Road to Rock and Roll’) by Lauren
Onkey, who works at the Rock’n’Roll Hall of Fame Museum in Cleveland (Ohio),
is more focused on rock music and based on the impressions conveyed through
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tion, Brian A. Cogan presents a different look at Strummer’s biography (‘From the
101’ers to the Mescaleros, and Whatever Band was In-between: Joe Strummer’s
Musical Journey [Or, Why Woody?’]), which unfortunately leads to the repetition of some facts, but also presents a more pluralistic view on Mellor’s life than
in chapter one. The title of the second part (‘I Don’t Trust You’), the title of chapter four by Mark Bedford (‘“This is Joe Public Speaking”: Why Joe Strummer’s Passion is Still in Fashion’) and the title of the third part (‘Why Should You Trust Me?’)
are all quotations from the Clash song ‘Complete Control’, which underlines the
importance of this band for Mellor’s career. Nevertheless, his life before and after
The Clash are fully covered, and the book even questions his status as a ‘punk
rock icon’. A good example for this is Alex Ogg’s contribution (‘Saint Joe: An Apostate Writes’). Further articles (‘Revolution Rock? The Clash, Joe Strummer and
the British Left in the Early Days of Punk’ by Matthew Worley and ‘The Creation
of an Anti-Fascist Icon: Joe Strummer and Rock Against Racism’ by Jeremy Tranmer) concentrate on political aspects of Mellor’s career. They are complemented
by Maria Raha’s chapter, which deals with Mellor’s critical relationship towards
feminism.
The last part contains three articles dedicated to Strummer’s love/hate relationship towards the USA, which is perfectly expressed through the title of chapter nine by Justin S. Wadlow (‘I am So Bored with the USA: Joe Strummer and the
Promised Land’). Finally, the last two chapters focus more on the artist’s work.
While Walidah Imarisha discusses ‘The Influence of Hip Hop Culture and Aesthetics on the Clash’, Chris Barsanti (‘Mystery Train: “Joe Strummer” on Screen’) takes
a closer look at Strummer as an actor in movies such as Straight to Hell. This important contribution to popular music studies is the first collection of critical essays
on John Mellor and challenges the existing narratives around the idol Joe Strummer. Overall, the book can be recommended to scholars and fans who have a general interest in punk rock, The Clash, and a critical approach towards the human
being behind the ‘Joe Strummer’ label.
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